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1 ProArc new product launch

2 Protecting workers’ health 

  

It has been 27 years since the first CNC cutting machine PC-3100GS was sold in 

November, 1994. Due to the popularization of high precision plasma cutting in the 

world, customer cut thicker plate by high current power source. The fume 

produced by plasma cutting is a hidden danger in our working environment that 

can hurt worker’s health. The only way to prevent this problem is to equip machine 

with fume extractors.

ProArc has been dedicated to the design of the cutting table for over ten years. 

Our purpose is not just building an extraction table to collect the fume, 

but overcome the difficulty of handling high temperature dust and 

massive residue. We offer one-stop shop service 

that provide the total cutting solution 

includes the track base foundation, 

sequential zone downdraft table 

and dust collector to create a

good environment for customers. 

2020 was a remarkably difficult year, people all over the world were forced to 

contend with a new normal life. We have to stop our business visiting plan and 

cancel all the exhibition due to travel bans. 

No matter how bad the 2020 is, we grab this opportunity to optimize our 

production processes and develop several new products. 

ProArc will release following new products in 2021: 

ProArc Dust Collector

A. Pendulum weaver (oscillator) for MIG/MAG welding

B. Arc Voltage Control (AVC) for AC/DC TIG & Plasma welding

C. Precision Circumferential Welding Lathe

D. New torch stand for positioner and turning rolls

E. New X-cut bevel head for plasma cutting

F.  Upgraded control system for Master CNC cutting machine

G. Upgraded ServoArc positioner

H. Laser welding turnkey solution for seam welding

I.  IHT automatic oxyfuel cutting process for Master series.

ProArc Golf Team

WO-150 Oscillator
* Easy
* Strong
* Reliable

Contact us for more information of “Easy clean”, High efficiency fume collecting” 

and “long-life” downdraft plasma table. 

sales@proarc.com.tw 
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